Shad Reinstein & Tina Dungan

The Queering of Sonoma: From LG to LGBTQI

By combining their passion for creating a safer space for queer individuals, Reinstein, a long-time LGBTQI activist and filmmaker, and Dungan, a non-binary activist, have been working with others through Lesbian Archives of Sonoma County to capture the cultural and political history of queerness.

Sara Beth Brooks

What Does the A in LGBTQIA+ Stand For?

A scholar-activist and organizer of Asexual Awareness Week, Brooks explores the ways in which asexuality is often misunderstood and underrepresented in queer cultural and political contexts.

Nancy Marcus

The Importance of Bi+ Inclusion in LGBTQ Law & Policy Work

Marcus, an out bisexual lawyer, addresses the importance of bi+ inclusion in LGBTQ rights advocacy and the role it plays in advocating for the rights of all LGBTQ+ people.

Gerard Koskovich

From Clandestine Territories to Public Places: San Francisco LGBTQI Historic Sites

Koskovich, a historian and curator, shares his research and insights on the history of LGBTQI sites in San Francisco.

Kat Blaque

Black Trans Living and Blogging on YouTube

Blaque, an internet personality and activist, discusses her experiences in navigating the digital world as a Black trans woman.

Dr. Ardel Haefele-Thomas

Trans Social Justice Advocates of the 19th Century

Haefele-Thomas explores the lives and work of two 19th-century trans social justice advocates: Dr. James Miranda Barry and Frances Thompson.

Bianca Zamora

Bi, Brown and Brilliant: Reclaiming Stories in the Borderlands

Zamora, a proud queer Latina feminist educator, explores the stories of marginalized individuals in the Borderlands.

Martin Rawlings-Fein

Beyond David and Jonathan: Bisexual Representation in the Tanakh

Rawlings-Fein, a Jewish Studies graduate, explores the narratives of biblical figures and challenges traditional interpretations.

Dr. Eric Gonzaba

Where Do They Go? Race, Race, and the History of the Black Gay Bar

Gonzaba, a historian of African American LGBTQ culture, examines the evolution of LGBTQ spaces in black communities.

Dr. Andrew Jolivette

Queer Indigenous Futurity and Kinship: Thrivance Circuitry, ‘Settler’ Violence, and Anti-Blackness

Jolivette, a professor and scholar of Native American and Indigenous Studies, explores the intersections of queerness and Indigenous identity.
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